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Over 350 million years, sharks have evolved into the most successful hunters to roam
the seas. This educational and entertaining coloring book focuses on 25 species of
shark, ranging in size from the relatively tiny cookiecutter shark (1-1/2 feet long) to the
monstrous whale shark (up to 65 feet).Carefully researched and skillfully rendered line
drawings depict such fascinating species as the snakelike frilled shark; the thresher
shark with its long, scythe-shaped tail; the rare and bizarre goblin shark; the dreaded
great white shark, one of the most fearsome predators in the sea, and the swift and
graceful blue shark. Also depicted are some of the shark's closest relatives: the spotted
ratfish, sting ray, common skate, Atlantic torpedo ray, Atlantic guitarfish and smalltooth
sawfish.A fact-filled caption accompanies each of Llyn Hunter's vivid illustrations,
providing the sharks' common and scientific names, habitat, behavior, size, color,
distinguishing features and other information. Further enhancing the book are a general
introduction and a dramatic double-page illustration showing all 25 sharks drawn to
scale. Educational and informative, Sharks of the World Coloring Book doubles as an
excellent and inexpensive source of royalty-free illustrations for artists and designers.
Some types of animals look alike but they are not the same! Whale or Fish? explores
the stealthy differences between the two animals. Kids will learn to look at how they
breathe, the texture of their skin, how they move and more. Simple sentences and eyecatching photographs will keep kids engaged. Fun facts will help them learn new things.
Step-by-step animal crafts help kids demonstrate what they have discovered with this
fun title. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
The Octoalert is sounded when Dashi is accidentally swallowed—by a whale shark! It is
up to Barnacles, Peso, and Kwazii to venture inside the huge ocean animal to rescue
her. Octonauts, let’s do this!
Discover Reading Early Reader Amazing Animals live in the Ocean Read all about
ocean animals in this Discover Reading Beginning Reader. Fish, coral, sharks and
more are featured in manageable sentences for kindergarten, first, and second graders.
The Wild Kratts roar in this Step into Reading story about lions! The Wild Kratts have a
rumble with the king of the jungle when they try to take care of three lion cubs on the
African savannah. Will the brothers' Creature Power be enough to keep the playful cubs
out of trouble? Boys and girls 4 to 6 will love learning about lions in this Wild Kratts
leveled reader featuring removable creature cards! Step 2 readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories for beginning readers who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
The Kratt brothers activate their creature powers to introduce readers to animals who
can fly, including dragonflies, raptors, and bats.
"[Readers] ages four to six can learn all about the wild cousins of man's best
friend--from robust canines like wolves to sneaky foxes and more."--

PBS’s hit animated show Wild Kratts follows the adventures of zoologists Chris
and Martin Kratt as the duo visits animal habitats around the globe. Along the
way, they encounter incredible creatures while combining science education with
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fun. Boys and girls 4 to 6 will learn everything there is to know about the Wild
Kratts’ amazing Creature Power suits!
The California sea lion can swim at speeds of up to 25 miles per hour. Its speed
helps it escape from predators such as sharks and killer whales. Sea lions are
not just fast; they’re also smart and playful. They can even learn to perform tricks
at zoos and aquariums! These are some of the fascinating facts kids will discover
as they learn all about these swift marine mammals. Eye-popping photos and
clear, easy-to-read text will engage emergent readers as they discover the
anatomical features that help California sea lions reach fast speeds. A "Speed-oMeter" graphic compares the sea lion’s top speed to that of other animals.
"The Kratt Brothers ... explore the ice and snow to see how animals survive cold
climates!"--Back cover.
Discover the ULTIMATE, 128-paged book about all things sharks and underwater
creatures, from the creative brain of Mike Lowery! Featuring fun facts, jokes,
comics, maps, and more.
The Wild Kratts go in search of lions, tigers, and felines of all sizes in this leveled
reader! PBS's successful animated show Wild Kratts joins the adventures of
zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats around the
globe. Along the way, they encounter incredible creatures while combining
science education with fun. Boys and girls ages four to six can learn all about
cats--from ferocious big cats like lions and tigers that live in the wild to adorable
house cats. Stickers add to the fun. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and
short sentences to tell simple stories for beginning readers who recognize
familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
The Kratt Brothers use their creature powers to swim with sharks, whales, and
other wild sea creatures, in a book that identifies the characteristics of sperm
whales, tiger sharks, blowfish, and dolphins.
Blue whales and squid aren’t usually seen on a trip to the beach. Using the
ancient art of paper folding, readers can have these and other ocean animals
nearby any time they want! Whether new to origami or an old pro, readers can
choose a project appropriate for their skill level. A brief introduction provides the
folds readers need to know and each project is ranked easy, medium, or hard to
further help them choose the right one to start with. Step-by-step instructions
accompanied by full-color photographs guide readers through each craft for
hours of crafting fun.
The world's oceans represent the last wild frontier on Earth. In this graphic novel
collection, Matt Dembicki, editor and artist of the award-winning Trickster, pulls together
stories of twelve iconic endangered sea animals. Produced in cooperation with the nonprofit PangeaSeed, these compelling scientific vignettes also educate and foster a
passion to conserve the oceans' resources.
"In Everything Sharks, exciting photos depict great whites, hammerheads, and more.
Scientists tell hair-raising tales about encounters. With its awesome facts and actionpacked images, this book brings kids close to the mysterious lives of
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sharks."--Amazon.com.
“A spellbinding, heart-stopping adventure.” —Booklist (starred review) “A dreamily
written, slyly educational, rousing maritime adventure.” —New York Times Book Review
In the stand-alone companion to the New York Times–bestselling A Wolf Called
Wander, a young orca whale must lead her brother on a tumultuous journey to be
reunited with their pod. This gorgeously illustrated animal adventure novel explores
family bonds, survival, global warming, and a changing seascape. Includes information
about orcas and their habitats. For Vega and her family, salmon is life. And Vega is
learning to be a salmon finder, preparing for the day when she will be her family’s
matriarch. But then she and her brother Deneb are separated from their pod when a
devastating earthquake and tsunami render the seascape unrecognizable. Vega must
use every skill she has to lead her brother back to their family. The young orcas face a
shark attack, hunger, the deep ocean, and polluted waters on their journey. Will Vega
become the leader she’s destined to be? A Whale of the Wild weaves a heart-stopping
tale of survival with impeccable research on a delicate ecosystem and threats to marine
life. New York Times-bestselling author Rosanne Parry’s fluid writing and Lindsay
Moore’s stunning artwork bring the Salish Sea and its inhabitants to vivid life. An
excellent read-aloud and read-alone, this companion to A Wolf Called Wander will
captivate fans of The One and Only Ivan and Pax. Includes black-and-white illustrations
throughout, a map, and extensive backmatter about orcas and their habitats.
One medium-size whale carcass delivers as much food to the dark, cold ocean depths
as 4,000 years of sinking food particles. When a dead whale arrives, the café opens for
business, and who better than Dan Tavis to show us the bizarre deep-ocean diners
who show up? Hagfish, zombie worms, sleeper sharks—this group of patrons is stranger
than the denizens of the Mos Eisley Cantina in Star Wars. A fish in a lab coat, piloting a
deep-sea submersible, is our guide to the weirdly fascinating goings-on miles beneath
the ocean surface. The backmatter includes rare whale-fall photos from the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Research Institute. Dr. Robert Vrijenhoek of MBARI and Dr. Craig Smith,
a deep-ocean ecologist at the University of Hawaii, have helped Jacquie Sewell to
ensure scientific accuracy.
An illustrated look at the weird and wonderful creatures that live in the very deepest
parts of the sea. Humans have always wondered, with a mixture of fear and fascination,
what lurks beneath the surface in the depths of the ocean. In this book, Erich Hoyt
introduces 50 of the oddest creatures you will ever meet in the sea. From the
carnivorous comb jelly to the lantern-carrying deep-sea dragonfish, from a vampire
squid with giant eyes to dancing jellyfish, Hoyt explores these peculiar conditions and
their equally peculiar environment. These creatures have adapted to lack of light and,
using sound pulses (echolocation) or light-producing organs and pigment cells (emitting
light via bioluminescence), they are able to communicate without giving their location
away to predators. These stunning, captivating photographs weren't taken from the
portholes of submarines. Photographers David Shale, Solvin Zanki and Jeff Rotman
worked with oceanography institutes, museums and the BBC Natural History Unit,
taking long cruises across the ocean to record and try to understand these little-studied
residents of the deep sea. To capture the creatures for observation, a net was lowered
far beneath the surface. As soon as the trawl was hauled aboard, the photographers
would race to transfer the most unusual animals to fresh seawater aquariums in a
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chilled laboratory on board. These pages let readers gaze into strange, wild eyes and
study faces with toothless or crooked smiles that witness the fruits of deep-sea
evolution. Informative captions explain what the patterns of lights on their bodies are
"saying" to others in their absolutely dark world. The wonder and extraordinary
weirdness of what lives in the deep seas, so far away from us and yet so close, will
become more familiar with this book.
Wild Sea CreaturesSharks, Whales, and Dolphins!Random House Books for Young
Readers
A collection of five previously released Wild Kratts animal adventures.
The Wild Kratts go in search of creatures that come out at night in this full-color storybook!
PBS's successful animated show Wild Kratts joins the adventures of zoologists Chris and
Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats around the globe. Along the way, they encounter
incredible creatures while combining science education with fun. Boys and girls 4 to 6 can
learn all about bats, owls, deep-sea creatures, and other animals that come out at night or live
in dark.
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where they live, how they eat, the
challenges they face, and whether or not certain species pose a danger to humans.
From the tiny dwarf shark to the gigantic whale shark, Gail Gibbons' clear text and illustrations
acquaint readers with these ever-fascinating creatures.
PBS’s successful animated show Wild Kratts joins the adventures of zoologists Chris and
Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats around the globe. Along the way, they encounter
incredible creatures while combining science education and fun. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will
dive into this Step 2 Reader with the Kratt brothers as they activate their Creature Power Suits
to swim with sharks, whales, and other wild sea creatures! Step 2 Readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar
words and can sound out new words with help.
Swim with sharks! Dive with dolphins! Stroll the beach with penguins! Young readers will
joyfully immerse themselves in this awesome adventure at sea, in which stunning National
Geographic photos reveal hidden worlds of action and beauty. We meet 30 favorite sea
creatures and explore their watery homes: playful dolphins, mysterious sharks, graceful sea
turtles, waddling penguins, and dozens of others. Kids will marvel at speedy swimmers on the
hunt, and smile at cuddly scenes of animal families. To give background on the attentiongrabbing photographs, each page is sprinkled with fun facts and layered with information about
ocean wildlife and environments. Age-appropriate text tells each animal's story in language
that's accurate, lively, and non-intimidating. National Geographic maps encourage kids to learn
about the geography of land and sea. Conservation tips help readers of all ages understand
how we can be kind to the oceans. At home in the classroom and on the family bookshelf, is a
trove of thrilling sights and discoveries. Timed to coordinate with the release of Disney's muchanticipated movie on Earth Day 2010, this exciting book taps into and encourages new
awareness about the world's marine environments.
Introduces various sea creatures, including mammals, animals with and without shells, sharks,
and fish, providing information on their sizes and characteristics.
Dive into this title to meet hammerhead sharks. Complete with a More Facts section and
bolded glossary terms. Young readers will gather basic information about hammerhead sharks
through easy-to-read, simple text alongside stunning full-bleed photographs. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids is a division of ABDO.

Dive in with these fascinating creatures of the sea! Can animals be identified by
just one of their distinctive parts? Readers get the chance to find out in this
guessing-game picture book. First, they are shown a body part and asked which
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ocean animal it belongs to. Then, the following spread reveals the whole animal,
along with a description of its characteristics — particularly its one-of-a-kind body
part — and habitat. From fins to flippers and tentacles to tails, there’s no better
introduction to the awesomeness of ocean animals! With bold illustrations and
playful fun for all, this book offers a unique look at ocean animals, one body part
at a time.
When a cheetah cub wanders into trouble, the Wild Kratts set off to rescue it.
A jaw-dropping visual voyage of fun facts discovery exploring the deep waters of
the sea and the mysterious creatures that live in it. Uncover our oceans' secrets
in this kid's book with a remarkable array of 80 sharks as well as other fascinating
sea creatures that lurk in her depths! This comprehensive encyclopedia for
children covers a diverse range of ocean inhabitants in mesmerizing detail.
Incredible 3D digital images, breath-taking photography, and intricate cutaways
reveal more about the species of the ocean depths than ever before,
complemented by informative kid-friendly profile text to turn your little ones into
ocean experts! Super Shark is so much more than just an educational e-book
about sharks. From Barrel Shrimp to Blue Sharks, Starfish to Bat Fish, and
Hammerhead Sharks to deep-sea monsters, rays, and eels, this ebook includes
unbelievable facts about animal behavior and anatomy. New x-ray artworks
utilize cross-sections to strip layers away and show key anatomical features in
great detail. It highlights the deadliest predators and the most venomous
creatures and explains how and why their bodies work the way they do. The
combination of spectacular photography and clear authoritative text truly makes
Super Shark the ultimate visual guide to the oceans' most peculiar creatures and
their stories. What are you waiting for? Dive in and become an expert of the deep
blue! Explore - Discover - Learn! Super Shark takes you deep beneath the waves
to meet some of the most amazing and unusual creatures on the planet. Find out
how a hammerhead searches for prey, and discover what makes the pufferfish
such a prickly fellow. Learn about the fastest fish in the water and get right under
the skin of one of the deadliest predators of the sea - the great white shark!
These are some of the crazy creatures you'll encounter in this kid's reference
ebook: - The Basking Shark, whose open mouth is so big a child could stand up
in it - The Tiger Shark, who happens to be the least fussy eater - The Narwhal,
affectionately known as the unicorn of the sea - The Great White Shark, who can
jump 10ft (3m) out of the water This ebook sits on the esteemed "Children's Book
Council Children's Choices List Selection" - an International Literary Association.
This is but one of the DK Super series of ebooks for kids! Add Super Human,
Super Space, Super Bug, Super Earth, and more to your collection to learn more
about the world around you.
PBS’s animated hit show Wild Kratts follows the adventures of zoologists Chris
and Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats around the globe. Along the
way, they encounter incredible creatures while combining science education with
fun. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled
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reader as they activate their Creature Power Suits to go hunting with the world’s
most amazing predators, such as sharks, lions, and crocodiles! Step 2 Readers
use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who
recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Part of the best-selling Draw 50 series this step-by-step guide to drawing various
fish, sharks, oysters, bottlenose dolphins, crabs, polar bears, coral, and other
ocean life is for artists of all levels. In this new installment of Lee J. Ames's
beloved Draw 50 series, readers will find easy-to-follow, step-by-step visual
lessons on sketching and rendering all kinds of sea and ocean-dwelling
creatures. Animals and plants from in and near the water featured in the book
include clownfish, whale sharks, sea otters, dolphins, turtles and more.
The Kratt brothers activate their creature powers to introduce readers to different
types of reptiles and what they can do.
With more than 200 gorgeous animal photos of sharks, whales, clown fish, jelly
fish, dolphins, and others, Animal Planet Ocean Animals is a fun, habitat-byhabitat guide that provides kids in the first years of schooling with the perfect bitesized view of their favorite ocean-dwelling animals. Arranged thematically with
focus on animal behavior and family relationships, young readers will explore
sections about animal bodies, baby animals, food, play time, conservation and
more. Special book features designed for this age group include Quick Bites
sidebars with cool animal facts, simple infographics, and illustrated maps of
Earth's watery environments. For more Animal Bites books, check out Animal
Planet Polar Animals! A portion of the proceeds will benefit Animal Planet's
R.O.A.R. (Reach Out. Act. Respond.) project which partners with leading animal
organization to make the world a better place for domestic and wild animals.
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